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HSBC UK pilot of new, industry-first technology reduces  

ATM “cash-trapping” fraud losses by 50% 

HSBC UK is improving safety and service for customers with the roll out of new, 
industry-first technology across its ATM network following a successful pilot in the 
Central London area earlier this year.  

An investigation triggered by an increase in the number of reported cash machine 
failures late last year suggested cash-trapping criminals were targeting a number of 
ATMs in Central London.  

Cash trapping is one of several types of ATM fraud, and it’s not always easy to spot. 
Criminals will tamper with an ATM, preventing money from being dispensed to 
customers and making it appear as if the machine had simply gone out of service, 
leaving customers frustrated. The criminals then later return to collect the cash that 
had been trapped in the machine.  

To help tackle the issue, HSBC UK teamed up with ATM industry partner Cennox to 
pilot new software specifically designed to prevent cash trapping.  

The results were impressive: a 50% decrease in ATM cash trapping losses to 
criminals and an 80% reduction in data disputes across 50 cash machines in the 
Central London area.  

Richard Harrison, Head of Branch Network, HSBC UK said: “Protecting our 
customers against the distress and inconvenience of ATM fraud is very important to 
us.  

“We’ve now deployed the new technology to cash machines across the country, 
helping deter fraudsters and in turn improving safety and service for the public who 
rely on our ATM network.” 

HSBC UK and Cennox are also collaborating with other financial institutions and law 
enforcement to share the learnings of the project, helping reduce fraud across the 
industry. 

HSBC UK’s Top 5 ATM Fraud Prevention Tips:  

 Never divulge your PIN to anyone, not even the bank or police, and always shield 
your hand when entering your PIN into a cash point or ATM keypad. 

 Always look closely at the card insertion point of a cash machine before using it. 
If it looks like it may have been tampered with, do not use it and call your bank if 
it is safe to do so.  

 If you realise the cash machine has been tampered with after you have inserted 
your card, contact your bank while still standing at the cash machine if it is safe 
to do so. 



 If an ATM fails to dispense your cash, unexpectedly retains your card or appears 
to become “out of order”, contact your bank while still standing at the cash 
machine if it is safe to do so.  

 Program your bank’s phone number into your mobile phone (usually found on the 
back of your card) so you’ll have it handy should you ever need it. 

For more information on the different types of fraud and how consumers can protect 
themselves, visit HSBC UK’s online Security Centre.  
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Aurora Bonin  07438 850 833 aurora.f.bonin@hsbc.com 

Twitter: @HSBC_UK  

For the latest news and updates, visit the HSBC UK newsroom: 
https://www.about.hsbc.co.uk/news-and-media 

 

Notes to Editors: 

1. According to an April 2019 European Association for Secure Transactions 
(EAST) report, ATM related physical attacks rose 27% when compared with 2017 
(up from 3,584 to 4,549 incidents), and losses due to ATM related physical 
attacks were €36 million, a 16% increase from the €31 million reported during 
2017. 

HSBC UK:  
HSBC UK serves around 14.5 million customers across the UK, supported by 32,000 
colleagues. HSBC UK offers a complete range of retail banking and wealth 
management to personal and private banking customers, as well as commercial 
banking for small to medium businesses and large corporates.  

HSBC Holdings plc: 
HSBC Holdings plc, the parent company of HSBC, is headquartered in London. 
HSBC serves customers worldwide from offices in 66 countries and territories in our 
geographical regions: Europe, Asia, North America, Latin America, and Middle East 
and North Africa. With assets of $2,659bn at 31 March 2019, HSBC is one of the 
world’s largest banking and financial services organisations. 
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